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Figure S1. SEM image of the polymer nanopillars obliquely coated with aluminum by sputtering method (30 nm thickness). The metal is incident from the left hand side, which can be judged from the shades formed at the right hand side. It shows that the nanopillars are bent toward polymer face (compressive residual stress), as with the case of thermal evaporation.
Figure S2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of PUA polymer, showing that the mass loss becomes significant when the treatment temperature exceeds 150 °C.
**Figure S3.** SEM image of the polymer nanopillars obliquely coated with Cr. Pillar tips were rounded and reflow occurred due to high melting temperature. The metal is incident from the left hand side, which can be judged from the shades formed at the right hand side. The diameter of nanopillar is 360 nm.